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Background 
By June 2018, the ‘State of the Baltic Sea’ report produced within HOLAS II will be further updated and a 
finalized version will be published. In that process a number of revisions and improvements are planned.  
 
The updating process includes the addition of new and complementary data, in particular for the year 2016 
in order to extend the assessment period to 2011-2016. During the preparation of the first version of the 
report, a number of additions and improvement were also identified as desired by the Contracting Parties, 
HELCOM working groups and experts, but were not feasible to fully implement and accommodate at that 
time.  
 
The identified remaining issues have been specified and noted (e.g. a non-exhaustive list of additional 
improvement at HOD 52-2017 based on the input by State and Conservation 6-2017 and Gear 16-2017). In 
the updated report, there is also an aim to include a chapter on the conclusions and a future outlook, based 
on an analysis of the first results and on considerations within HELCOM, in particular in association to the 
upcoming HELCOM Ministerial Meeting on 6 March 2018. 
 
HELCOM is carrying out a regional consultation of the first version of the ‘State of the Baltic Sea’ report, 
encouraging international and intergovernmental organizations to give feedback on the report. The report is 
also available for use by the HELCOM countries in national consultation. The comments received through the 
national and regional consultations will be considered concomitant with the updating of the report or 
material thereof.  
 

Action requested 
The Meeting is invited to: 

- take note of the information on the planned update process of the State of the Baltic Sea report 
- consider and approve the planned update process. 
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Planned updates and timeline for the 2018 State of the Baltic Sea Report 
The HELCOM HOLAS II project has the task to produce the 2nd HELCOM Holistic Assessment of the 
Ecosystem Health of the Baltic Sea. The first version of the assessment report, with the short name ‘State of 
the Baltic Sea’, was published in June 2017. The report is now subject to both national and regional 
consultations. The status assessments included in the first version of the report are primarily based on data 
from 2011-2015.  

In 2018 the report will be updated to include monitoring data from the year 2016. Additionally other 
improvements will be made, as outlined in more detail below. In addition, comments received through the 
consultation process will be considered in the updating process. Any new or revised threshold values and 
new core indicators during 2017 will tentatively be included, based on approval by the Heads of Delegation. 

1. Envisioned final deliverables of the HOLAS II Project 
Results from the HOLAS II project have been made available at different levels of detail in the first version 
of the report. These show direct HOLAS II outputs as well as contributions of several HELCOM 
projects/networks/expert groups supporting HOLAS II (Fig. 1).  

- The most detailed information is made available in core indicator reports and spatial data fact 
sheets, to provide a specific understanding how the data and indicator evaluations going into the 
HOLAS II assessment were derived. The core indicator reports and fact sheets give information on 
underlying data and assessment logic.  

- Method descriptions for the applied analyses are presented in supplementary reports, covering the 
integrated analyses, the assessment of cumulative impacts, and the economic and social analyses. 
These reports also give more details on the assessment results. Hence, the supplementary reports 
give a more technical understanding and more information on the assessment results that underlie 
the conclusions presented in the summary report. 

- The summary report presents results at the overarching level. It provides key messages from all 
assessments covered by HOLAS II, and from other HELCOM results where relevant. The summary 
report is available as downloadable pdf, as a printed version and a web version adapted for online 
reading.   

- HELCOM results that are not produced in connection to the HOLAS II product, but which fill the 
purposes by providing key information are here referred to as supporting material. 
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Figure 1. Overview of HOLAS II deliverables. These products, as presented in the first version of the report 
by June 2017, can be downloaded here. 

 

1.1 Summary report: State of the Baltic Sea 
The updated summary report will be published in June 2018, and will give full coverage of the components 
of the HOLAS II assessments, with a focus on key messages and conclusions. It should be possible to read 
the summary report in order to get a full overview about the results of the assessments and the 
conclusions. The summary report has a limited page number and will not have details on assessment 
methods or data. The more detailed information will be given in other form (see below).  

1.2 Other publications 
1.2.1 Supplementary reports 
Supplementary reports are published in parallel with the summary report. These reflect the same results as 
presented in the summary report, but give more details on the results. The supplementary reports also give 
information on the assessment methods, data and indicators used. The main purpose of the supplementary 
material is to provide information on how the assessments have been carried out from a more technical 
perspective in order to provide full transparency on the methods and data used. Currently available first 
versions of the supplementary reports can be found here: Biodiversity assessment, Eutrophication 
assessment, Hazardous substances assessment, Cumulative Impacts, and Socioeconomic analyses. 

1.2.2 Core indicator reports  
Core indicator reports that are reflected in the summary report will be updated to be based on 2016 data 
by State & Conservation 8-2018 (document deadline 23 April). The updated core indicator reports will be 
made available on the HELCOM web-site (living documents, meaning they will change over time), and on 
the State of the Baltic Sea website as PDFs (will not be updated after publication of the State of the Baltic 
Sea report), at the time of publication of the summary report.  

1.2.3 Supporting material  
The supporting material consists of other contributing HELCOM products, recognizing the fact that the 
HOLAS II assessment builds on data and indicators produced by a large number of projects, expert groups 
and networks. The supporting material will e.g. include fact sheets on the spatial distribution of human 
activities, pressures and ecosystem components. Other examples of supporting material are the upcoming 
Maritime assessment and the Sixth Periodic Pollution Load Compilation. 

http://stateofthebalticsea.helcom.fi/about-helcom-and-the-assessment/downloads-and-data/
http://stateofthebalticsea.helcom.fi/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/HELCOM_The_integrated_assessment_of_biodiversity_supplementary_report_first_version_2017.pdf
http://stateofthebalticsea.helcom.fi/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/HELCOM_The_integrated_assessment_of_eutrophication_Supplementary_report_first_version_2017.pdf
http://stateofthebalticsea.helcom.fi/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/HELCOM_The_integrated_assessment_of_eutrophication_Supplementary_report_first_version_2017.pdf
http://stateofthebalticsea.helcom.fi/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/HELCOM_The_integrated_assessment_of_hazardous_substances_supplementary_report_first_version_2017.pdf
http://stateofthebalticsea.helcom.fi/cumulative-impacts/
http://stateofthebalticsea.helcom.fi/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/HELCOM_Economic_and_social_analyses_Supplementary_report_first_version_2017.pdf
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1.2.4 Web pages 
The results of the updated State of the Baltic Sea report will be presented on the dedicated web site, which 
was launched in unison with the first version of the State of the Baltic Sea Report. The web site will present 
the updated results from the summary report online and will also be an access point to all updated HOLAS 
II publications, which can be downloaded as pdf:s, to underlying data bases and assessment workspaces. All 
results will be made available online as web-material and/or pdfs, and the updated version of the summary 
report to be prepared by 2018 will also be printed. 

2. Process of the update for the 2018 State of the Baltic Sea report 
The updated and finalized version of the summary report will be put forward for adoption by the 54th 
meeting of the Heads of Delegation, tentatively agreed to be held on 14-15 June 2018. Following the 
adoption of the report, it will be published. The updating and finalization process includes a number of 
planned revisions and improvements, including addition of new and complementary data, in particular for 
the year 2016, extending the assessment period to 2011-2016. 

During the preparation of the report, a number of additions and improvement to the report have also been 
identified as desired by the Contracting Parties, HELCOM working groups and experts, but were not feasible 
to fully implement and accommodate in the first version of the report. The identified remaining issues have 
been specified and noted (e.g. a non-exhaustive list of additional improvement at HOD 52-2017 based on 
the input by State and Conservation 6-2017 and Gear 16-2017, see section 2.3 Editorial updates). In the 
updated report, the aim is to include a chapter on the conclusions and a future outlook, based on an 
analysis of the first results and on considerations within HELCOM, in particular in association to the 
upcoming HELCOM Ministerial Meeting on 6 March 2018. 

HELCOM is carrying out a regional consultation (1 October-31 December) of the first version of the ‘State of 
the Baltic Sea’ report, encouraging international and intergovernmental organizations to give feedback on 
the report. The report is also available for use by the HELCOM countries in national consultation (ending on 
the 1 March). The comments received through the regional consultation will be considered concomitant 
with the updating of the report or material thereof.  

Lists of 1) Planned data updates, 2) methodological updates and 3) Identified remaining overall/editorial 
updates are presented below. A timeline for the process in provided in Annex 1. 

2.1 Data updates  
2.1.1 Indicators  
Underlying data for indicators should be updated to include data from 2016 when the ‘State of the Baltic 
Sea’ report is updated in 2018. The deadline and data arrangements for the update are indicated in Table 1. 
A full overview of the data updates can be found in document 3J-7. 

The update of indicator evaluations and integrated assessment will follow the similar approach as for the 
first version. The overall process is outlined as follows; 

- based on the updated data submitted by Contracting Parties, indicator evaluations and core 
indicator reports will be updated by Lead Countries or Expert networks by 1 December 2017 at the 
latest.  

- approval of indicator evaluations by Contracting Parties will take place between 16 January-23 
February 2018. 

- integrated assessment of biodiversity, eutrophication and hazardous substance assessment will be 
updated in March 2018 based on the agreed methodology. Workshops will be convened as needed 
(see Annex 1 for preliminary dates) to validate the results. It is proposed that State and 
Conservation and Pressure contacts participate as relevant in the workshops. 

http://stateofthebalticsea.helcom.fi/
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- based on these updates the associated figures and result related text of the State of the Baltic Sea 
report will be updated in April 2018. 

- endorsement of the updated indicator report text by State and Conservation WG, recommendation 
by GEAR and adoption by HOD will take place in May and June 2018. 

Table 1. Schedule for data reporting for the update of the ‘State of the Baltic Sea’ report to be completed by 
mid-2018. 

Data group Database Reporting deadline 

Eutrophication COMBINE 1 September 2017 

Waterborne input of nutrients 
(annual data) 

PLC database 31 October 2017 

Hazardous substances COMBINE 1 September 2017 

Radioactivity HELCOM MORS 1 September 2017 

Illegal oil discharges RESPONSE database Data for 2016 already collected 

White-tailed eagle productivity No database – ad hoc data call 1 September 2017 

Zooplankton COMBINE 1 September 2017 

Phytoplankton COMBINE 1 September 2017 

Zoobenthos COMBINE 1 September 2017 

Coastal fish HELCOM Coastal Fish database 31 March 2017 (issued by Chair 
of FISH-PRO II)  

Migratory fish No database – collected ad hoc 
by ICES WG BAST 

Data for 2016 already collected, 
(considered at ICES WGBAST 
meeting in March 2017) 

Commercial fish Based on ICES advice in 2017 Based on ICES advice in 2017 

Birds HELCOM Bird database 30 June 2017 (data call issued 12 
May) 

Seals – abundance/distribution HELCOM Seal database 4October 2017  

Seals – condition No database – ad hoc data call 1 September 2017 

Beach litter No database – ad hoc data call 1 September 2017 (data call 
issued 22 May) 

Litter on the seafloor ICES DATRAS Data for 2016 already collected 

Impulsive noise events OSPAR/HELCOM registry at ICES 8 September 2017 

Non-indigenous species AquaNIS Database 1 September 2017 

Deposit of dredged material HELCOM Dredged material 
database 

1 September 2017 
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2.1.1.1 Tentative additional indicator evaluations and planned update 
HOD 51-2016 agreed on the following regarding the use of indicators in the updated version of ‘State of the 
Baltic Sea’ report: “if pre-core indicators will be shifted to core indicators or if core indicators will become 
operational for additional assessment units during 2017, to consider including them in the final version of 
HOLAS II by mid-2018” (para 6.2).  

The HELCOM pre-core indicator for diclofenac, having been updated within the HELCOM CG PHARMA 
group, is submitted to this meeting as an independent document with the request that it be endorsed as a 
pre-core test indicator for inclusion in the final State of the Baltic Sea report.  

Based on discussions with relevant indicator leads and co-leads, as well as within relevant expert networks 
and intersessional networks, no adoption of new indicators on Beach litter’ or ‘Condition of benthic 
habitats’ are foreseen in time for the HOLAS II update. 

Regarding operationalization in additional assessment units, relevant indicator leads and co-leads have 
been contacted and discussion held within relevant expert networks and intersessional networks, but no 
operationalisation of indicators in additional assessment units is anticipated. An update of all indicators in 
their existing form with the inclusion of data from 2016 is envisaged.  

2.1.2 Human activities and Pressures for BSPI and BSII – gap filling and corrections but no additional data call 
The development of a majority of spatial layers on human activities and pressures for BSPI and BSII in the 
first version of ‘State of the Baltic Sea’ report has required dedicated data collection activities, albeit some 
data were already collected within ongoing HELCOM activities.  

For the 2018 update of the ‘State of the Baltic Sea’ report, no general data update of those human activity 
layers that were collected via ad-hoc data call is planned. This is based on the assumption that any changes 
occurring in the distribution of human activities within one year’s time would have limited influence on the 
results. Thus, there has been no new national data call for human activity sets. However, updated data 
from existing HELCOM data collection activities (e.g. reporting of impulsive noise, dredged material 
depositing, illegal oil discharges) are utilized if improving the data quality. Gaps and possible errors noticed 
in the consultation process or otherwise will be taken into account as far as the data or corrections are 
made available by Contracting Parties. 

All the indexes (BSPI, BSII and Benthic impact index) will be recalculated for the updated version of the 
report. Updates to underlying datasets and some fine-tuning to data aggregation methodologies will be 
carried out prior to calculation. In the first version the final index calculations were done with a software 
called EcoImpactMapper at SYKE (Finnish environment institute). For the June 2018 version GIS based 
calculation method will be developed and the index will be calculated by the Secretariat.  

Selected human activity/pressure layers will be further developed and fine-tuned, pending resources and 
taking into account the work and review by relevant working groups. The following human activities 
datasets will be updated for the 2018 version: 

- Bathing sites: Bathing sites will be removed as an underlying dataset from “physical disturbance” 
and “Physical loss” datasets. This is due to the fact that the existing layer does not separate 
between natural beaches and bathing sites that are artificially made. Natural beaches are not a 
physical pressure to the sea. As the geometry type for this data is ‘point’, it also reflects poorly the 
extent of this activity, giving too much pressure to one location of the beach and too little pressure 
for the rest. This layer will remain in the aggregated pressure layer “Disturbance of species due to 
human presence”.  

http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=28f8019f-66f1-4fa5-87e0-d6e34f0ff695
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- Cables: This dataset includes some cables for which the spatial accuracy is not sufficient for the 
scale used in the indexes. Cables that have only an approximated location will be removed from the 
dataset.  

- Dredging: Methodology will updated based on the suggestions presented in the Outcome of the EN 
DREDS 3-2017. New annual reporting data will be included, as well as fine-tuned datasets from 
Finland and Sweden.  

- Depositing of dredged material:  The methodology will updated based on the suggestions in 
the Outcome of the EN DREDS 3-2017. New annual reporting data will be included.  

- Leisure boating: The Finnish environment institute (SYKE) is developing a new enhanced dataset to 
be used in the calculations. 

- Extraction of marine mammals and seabirds: New dataset will be developed that will not reach so 
far to the open sea.  

- Extraction of fish: Updated data from ICES will be integrated in to the individual datasets. 

- Fishing intensity: Updated data obtained through HELCOM requested ICES advice will be used. 

- Illegal oil discharges: New values from HELCOM Illegal oil discharges database will be added. 

The following aggregated pressure layers will have data and methodologies updates: 

- Input of hazardous substances: New data from 2016, reported through Combine monitoring 
programme, will be added to the dataset. Also additional data from Estonia and Latvia will be 
added to fill in data gaps.  

- Input of nutrients: Additional data sources and data processing techniques will be investigated.  

- Physical loss: Grid cells and all layers will be clipped with coastline before calculating area lost in 
one 1km2 grid cell to get more precise values.    

Gaps in the underlying datasets are creating a biased distribution of some pressures and lowering the 
confidence of the indexes. At the moment following human activities datasets have the biggest gaps or 
differences in the reported data: 

- Coastal defense: Data missing from Latvia, Russia and Sweden. Missing data is making dataset 
unbalanced, due to comprehensive data from other countries. 

- Cables: Dataset unbalanced. More detailed level of information from Finland than others countries. 

- Dredging: Dataset unbalanced. More detailed level of information from Finland than others 
countries. 

- Fishing intensity: Data missing from Russia. Dataset has a large extent and intensity value and thus 
high effect on the index. 

- Land claim: Data missing from Sweden and Russia 

- Pipelines: Dataset unbalanced. More detailed level of information from Finland than others 
countries. 

Contracting parties are asked to consider these gaps and the possibilities to fill in additional data. The final 
deadline for submissions of corrections is set to 1st January 2018.  

http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=44c3b25e-8792-4a41-8934-bc105be04e49
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=444a9331-5ced-490e-a29b-217b840197b0
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/EN%20DREDS%203-2017-485/MeetingDocuments/Outcome%20of%20the%203rd%20meeting%20of%20the%20Expert%20Network%20on%20dredging.pdf
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=caa9d2a6-d5ec-438c-abef-3d142a01ea44
https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/EN%20DREDS%203-2017-485/MeetingDocuments/Outcome%20of%20the%203rd%20meeting%20of%20the%20Expert%20Network%20on%20dredging.pdf
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=3ccc8a4c-4988-4380-afdd-d9bd7752c3fb
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=db97f38b-586f-42ea-a7a8-5c8d107e30ba
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=ba0ea028-fe8f-4ffb-8d4f-147d2d2c8ab8
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=73952ba4-a354-4a56-8d61-fc8988c8bd9c
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=85e19fc9-b279-43c1-8688-99fd37ff294e
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=7dbc9f0d-8192-4426-8112-740427abe2bf
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=104a688a-9221-46d1-901c-d701926e38cd
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=3f08ab21-7c37-41a2-9a13-f511f8e21f81
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=75eb2c0d-1942-4e09-b3c1-7ecdc40ef85b
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=44c3b25e-8792-4a41-8934-bc105be04e49
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=444a9331-5ced-490e-a29b-217b840197b0
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=73952ba4-a354-4a56-8d61-fc8988c8bd9c
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=0ff71641-880e-4523-a3e3-ed9b378d2984
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=5260249e-5850-431a-b130-3a096abac852
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To identify and indicate any remaining gaps in the data layers the Secretariat will scrutinize different 
possibilities to visualize these gaps as a confidence map of the BSII.  

In addition, selected human activity/pressure layers are under consideration for further development and 
fine-tuning, taking into account the work and review by relevant working groups. This includes following 
datasets: 

- “Dredging” human activity layer used in aggregated pressure layer “Physical loss” and “Physical 
disturbance” 

- “Cables” human activity layer used in “Electromagnetism” 

- “Fossil fuel energy production” human activity layer used in aggregated pressure layer “Input of 
heat”  

- Layers representing concentrations of nutrients and hazardous substances and complementing 
these layers with additional data, as identified by the State and Conservation 6-2016. 

2.1.3 Ecosystem component spatial data – further development of selected layers 
The ecosystem component layers developed for HOLAS II are used in the Baltic Sea Impact Index (BSII) and 
are thus meant to provide an estimate of e.g. approximate distribution or relative abundance of species. In 
the cumulative impacts assessment (the BSII) this information is combined with georeferenced information 
on pressures, using sensitivity scores that estimate the potential impact of each assessed pressure on 
specific ecosystem components included in the analyses. A prerequisite for including ecosystem 
components in the BSII is that the maps are Baltic-wide, otherwise there will be a bias towards higher 
impact in areas where more ecosystem components are included.  

In the preparation of the updated version of ‘State of the Baltic Sea’ report the development towards more 
precise maps continues for selected data layers, pending available data.  

The following data sets have been identified as in need of an update/improvement following the data 
approval process. Links to the current versions of the maps and their metadata can be found in table 2. 

Mammals 

- Distribution maps for grey seal and harbor seal have been updated to reflect the more detailed 
information on occurrence in coastal areas provided by Germany. The updated maps have been 
submitted to SEAL EG 11-2017 for consideration (Document 4-2). Please note that maps on the 
HELCOM Map and Data Service (link in table 2) have not been updated yet to reflect the proposal.  
 

- Harbour porpoise maps have not yet been published in the HELCOM Map and Data Service as 
approval to publish the data (by one of the dataset providers) is still pending.  

Pelagic habitats 

- Productive surface waters (Chl-a): The plan is to update the map for the second version of HOLAS II 
with better EO data (Sentinel-3) which should be available in time for processing.  

- Deep water habitat (Bottom oxygen) should be updated to include data from 2016, and to include 
data from the Gulf of Finland. Process to locate relevant data is ongoing. 

In addition, the following datasets have been identified to be potentially improved, pending on available 
data and/or improved methods:.  

Broadscale habitats 

https://portal.helcom.fi/meetings/SEAL%2011-2017-472/MeetingDocuments/4-2%20Distribution%20maps%20for%20marine%20mammals%20for%20HOLAS%20II.pdf
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- The current version of broadscale habitats is based on EUSeaMap data (1:250 000 scale), and 
national datasets from Estonia and Germany. If other countries have developed compatible 
national datasets, those could be incorporated into the maps. 

Fish  

- The abundance maps of cod, herring and sprat are the only ecosystem component maps that are 
based on averages over time and could be updated with latest data (2015-2016). The methodology 
and data used in deriving could be also revisited, if commonly agreed.  

- Pikeperch and perch recruitment areas are results of model runs and could be improved by utilizing 
further localized parameters as it was done for Perch recruitment area in Danish waters.  

Habitat forming species 

- The benthic species maps are based on national data and in general have good coverage. If new 
mapping has been carried out, the new data could be incorporated. For example, the Ålands 
Landskapsregering (Åland islands government) has agreed to deliver species data from surveys and 
mapping projects in the Åland archipelago and Finnish marine inventory programme VELMU will 
deliver data from 2016. HELCOM RED LIST data could be used for Russia in addition to any species 
data that may become available for the update. 

Natura 2000 habitats 

- In general the dataset coverage on the Natura 2000 habitats is good for the countries that are EU 
member states and therefore use the Habitats Directive habitat classifications. Some national 
additions could be incorporated, if available.  
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Table 2 Links to the Ecosystem component maps and their metadata. 

Theme Ecosystem component map Map Metadata 
Benthic species Charophyte distribution link link 

 Fucus distribution link link 

 Furcellaria lumbricalis distribution link link 

 Mytilus distribution link link 

 Zostera marina distribution link link 

    
Birds Breeding areas for birds link link 

 Wintering areas for birds link link 

    
Broadscale habitats Circalittoral hard substrate link link 

 Circalittoral mixed substrate link link 

 Circalittoral mud link link 

 Circalittoral sand link link 

 Infralittoral hard substrate link link 

 Infralittoral mixed substrate link link 

 Infralittoral mud link link 

 Infralittoral sand link link 

    
Fish Cod abundance link link 

 Cod spawning areas link link 

 Herring abundance link link 

 Perch recruitment area link link 

 Pikeperch recruitment area link link 

 Sprat abundance link link 

    
Mammals Grey seal distribution link link 

 Harbour seal distribution link link 

 Ringed seal distribution link link 

    
Natura habitats Baltic Esker islands (1610) link link 

 Boreal Baltic islets and small islands (1620) link link 

 Coastal lagoons (1150) link link 

 Estuaries (1130) link link 

 Large shallow inlets and bays (1160) link link 

 Mudflats and sandflats (1140) link link 

 Reefs (1170) link link 

 Sandbanks (1110) link link 

 Submarine structures made by leaking gas (1180) link link 

    
Pelagic habitats Deep water habitat (Bottom oxygen index) link link 

 Productive surface waters (Chl-a) link link 

 
  

http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=cc48a577-4dc6-40bc-aeed-783b48a29adf
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/cc48a577-4dc6-40bc-aeed-783b48a29adf
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=be5f1685-f778-4492-bf62-4107f0128d22
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/be5f1685-f778-4492-bf62-4107f0128d22
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=3bf9ad6b-e164-44e9-bd73-ec383083b5bc
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/3bf9ad6b-e164-44e9-bd73-ec383083b5bc
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=d83121ae-332b-401b-bd0e-208e907a7a40
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/d83121ae-332b-401b-bd0e-208e907a7a40
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=611d9dae-eb1c-4b48-b638-ecbb75e6d782
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/611d9dae-eb1c-4b48-b638-ecbb75e6d782
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=bdd83f21-a5bf-4079-81fb-e671f2202231
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/bdd83f21-a5bf-4079-81fb-e671f2202231
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=a2333437-6344-425f-9012-2d8a5d44d390
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/a2333437-6344-425f-9012-2d8a5d44d390
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=5a6e7d7b-47d1-44fe-a70b-c0717bbd8566
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/5a6e7d7b-47d1-44fe-a70b-c0717bbd8566
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=345a9bb8-33ea-4b23-b601-04d5e3257f59
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/345a9bb8-33ea-4b23-b601-04d5e3257f59
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=ef4a4440-d067-447f-84e5-83d443dbc7ed
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/ef4a4440-d067-447f-84e5-83d443dbc7ed
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=74880890-bdd8-46e7-8fec-dab0e877ccf0
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/74880890-bdd8-46e7-8fec-dab0e877ccf0
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=1b20cb37-b365-4e82-9217-94fc776e964c
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/1b20cb37-b365-4e82-9217-94fc776e964c
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=ca6796fb-54e9-475b-9dcc-53a41d366940
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/ca6796fb-54e9-475b-9dcc-53a41d366940
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=a72559f4-bc2d-4882-bb1f-e0f005c4362b
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/a72559f4-bc2d-4882-bb1f-e0f005c4362b
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=6c68decf-3fb1-4138-9102-96d10495be64
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/6c68decf-3fb1-4138-9102-96d10495be64
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=bf20ca3b-6ce1-484f-be9a-f53ba023e6cc
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/bf20ca3b-6ce1-484f-be9a-f53ba023e6cc
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=e91d509d-bd3e-4bd8-a7c8-ac2d10bbfd1b
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/e91d509d-bd3e-4bd8-a7c8-ac2d10bbfd1b
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=9cdc9e61-7ca2-47be-aebb-38a911acef49
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/9cdc9e61-7ca2-47be-aebb-38a911acef49
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=3f8fc3c7-e5f2-4f67-a0ae-cbdfea01f2f7
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/3f8fc3c7-e5f2-4f67-a0ae-cbdfea01f2f7
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=7d6508ec-164e-4b65-b170-2074c2eec599
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/7d6508ec-164e-4b65-b170-2074c2eec599
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=8f55de2c-b115-4d54-b686-3b7532bd6427
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/8f55de2c-b115-4d54-b686-3b7532bd6427
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=82765d87-d10d-4361-befe-ea5214ba110a
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/82765d87-d10d-4361-befe-ea5214ba110a
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=57a9e614-67bb-487c-99a3-d003320beb0c
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/57a9e614-67bb-487c-99a3-d003320beb0c
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=04f0c94d-bfa5-437b-9660-048bfa1a098a
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/04f0c94d-bfa5-437b-9660-048bfa1a098a
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=67437eff-8382-493f-83cc-66356a834f39
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/67437eff-8382-493f-83cc-66356a834f39
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=9329cf81-0d78-4ed7-b04b-297add9672ed
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/9329cf81-0d78-4ed7-b04b-297add9672ed
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=6aaa6eaf-e7f5-4a56-9533-16bc94901a7c
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/6aaa6eaf-e7f5-4a56-9533-16bc94901a7c
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=d027c58b-aceb-4b51-940d-73ea7c531251
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/d027c58b-aceb-4b51-940d-73ea7c531251
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=738c72ce-3a67-43c7-9bda-0bff8fdd0303
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/738c72ce-3a67-43c7-9bda-0bff8fdd0303
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=13cbc477-d23e-41a9-995f-817b6d7e9f48
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/13cbc477-d23e-41a9-995f-817b6d7e9f48
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=7a7509de-53d5-4472-a1e9-f5857316d034
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/7a7509de-53d5-4472-a1e9-f5857316d034
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=0820935a-5fde-4976-82e5-1392d631d535
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/0820935a-5fde-4976-82e5-1392d631d535
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=3cef63ee-9a44-481f-8869-ea9b977df747
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/3cef63ee-9a44-481f-8869-ea9b977df747
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=cac7da65-7984-453d-958b-843bee8334e6
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/cac7da65-7984-453d-958b-843bee8334e6
http://maps.helcom.fi/website/mapservice/?datasetID=cac7da65-7984-453d-958b-843bee8334e6
http://metadata.helcom.fi/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/972c58e2-b197-4929-aa10-85e703510d64
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2.1.4 Economic and Social Analyses 
The findings of the economic and social analyses, reported in the first version of the ‘State of the Baltic Sea’ 
report, will be included in the 2018 version of the report. Updates entail possible additional topics and 
results, being developed in the EU-funded HELCOM SPICE project, and possibly via some additional data 
collection. 

An expected update is related to the development of the ecosystem services approach for the economic 
and social analysis of use of marine waters analysis, i.e. linking activities in the marine environment to 
ecosystem services, which is done as part of the HELCOM SPICE project. Additionally, in case data are 
available, the use of marine waters analysis may be updated to include more recent data (for most 
activities/sectors, economic and social indicators data have been collected for the year 2014).  

Other possible updates to the economic and social analyses will be produced in the HELCOM SPICE project. 
These are related to developing a common methodology and principles for the regional business as usual 
(baseline) scenario (i.e. how the state of the sea develops in case marine policies are not implemented), 
and its links to the economic and social analyses. 
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2.2 Methodological updates 
The integrated assessments are foreseen to follow the same approaches as already agreed on for use in 
HOLAS II.  

Based on discussions at S&C 6-2017, the assessment of commercial fish will be revisited based on the latest 
advice from ICES. This will be taken up for consideration at the HOLAS II 8-2017.  

2.2.1 BSII 
The assessment of cumulative impacts (BSII) will also follow the already agreed approach but different ways 
of calculating the impact will be compared as part of the process to evaluate the robustness of the results 
(e.g. using sum of impact or mean impact).  

The further development of the BSII process also involves exploring a method for weighting of aggregated 
pressure layers. Currently, the BSII calculation is based on aggregated pressure layers and ecosystem 
components and the sensitivity scores linking these datasets. All these layers have the same values (scale 0-
1) in the beginning. This means that all the aggregated pressure layers have equal impact, e.g. hunting of 
seals is considered to have the same impact than physical loss.   

For the updated version of BSII the aggregated pressure layers would be preferred to be ranked relative to 
each other in order to get more realistic and harmonized intensity distribution of pressures. In addition to 
relative comparison, the ranking should reflect the spatial extent of layers; if extent is overestimated the 
weighting factor should be smaller. This in practice means that each dataset will be given a weighting factor 
to scale the pressure down if it is overestimated. The weighting is similar to what was done when 
aggregating human activities datasets to the pressure layer on physical disturbance (supplementary report 
on cumulative impacts table 2.)  

The process will include following steps.  

- The secretariat will draft the initial weighting factors for the aggregated pressure layers based on 
literature and observations from the end result of the BSII 

- A table with weighting factors and reasoning for the conclusions will be produced 

- A separate workspace will be established for comments and discussion and an online workshop will 
be held to make a decision of the final weighting factors 

The Secretariat will produce initial values for weighting factors by 1st November 2017 and upload this 
document to the workspace. Contracting parties are kindly asked to nominate a national expert to take part 
in this work by 1st November 2017. An online workshop will be held in the beginning of December 2017 to 
propose the final values.  

2.2.1.1 Calculating the impacts of individual human activities dataset 
Further, under the EU funded HASPS II (Horizontal Action Spatial Planning Support under the EU Strategy 
for the Baltic Sea Region) project the HELCOM Secretariat plans to calculate the impact intensity of 
individual human activities datasets in order to be able to backtrack their proportion on cumulative 
impacts. This will help to explore the extent and intensity of the pressure from different human activities 
occurring at sea. The results will be proposed for addition to the updated version of the supplementary 
report on cumulative impacts. In addition this information can be used when prioritizing future work on 
monitoring and data collection. Since several datasets will still be updated and aggregation methodologies 
developed for the June 2018 version, it is not feasible to do the analysis now based on the June 2017 
datasets, and it will be done in spring 2018 using updated data.  

http://stateofthebalticsea.helcom.fi/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/HELCOM_The_assessment_of_cumulative_impacts_Supplementary_report_first_version_2017.pdf
http://stateofthebalticsea.helcom.fi/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/HELCOM_The_assessment_of_cumulative_impacts_Supplementary_report_first_version_2017.pdf
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2.2.2 Ecosystem component maps 
Modify the O2 concentrations calculations by using hydrogen sulphide for the calculation of oxygen 
conditions, as this means there is less interannual variability as well as an alternative data source and data 
for 2016. 

 

2.2.3 Economic and Social Analyses 
The structure and the methodology in the economic and social analyses will remain the same in the 2018 
update of the ‘State of the Baltic Sea’ report, meaning that use of marine waters analysis will rely on the 
marine water accounts and ecosystem services approaches, and cost of degradation analysis on the 
thematic and ecosystem services approaches. The ecosystem services approach will be developed further 
in the HELCOM SPICE project during 2017 for the use of marine waters part, and thus additional 
methodology and results will be available for the updated report.  
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2.3 Editorial updates  
During the finalization of the ‘State of the Baltic Sea’ report a number of desired additions and 
improvement to the reports have been expressed by the State and Conservation Working Group and 
Contracting Parties that have not been possible to accommodate for the 2017 version of the report. This 
section lists the remaining issues identified so far based on the non-exhaustive list of additional 
improvement list revised at HOD 52-2017, and based on the input by State and Conservation 6-2017 and 
Gear 16-2017. 

Editorial changes and updated text for the report will, when possible, be made available for interrim 
commenting for the HOLAS II Core Team and GEAR in spring 2018 (see meeting dates in Annex 1. 

Specific remaining issues that have not been feasible to fully implement for the 2017 version of the’ State 
of the Baltic Sea’ report include: 

- Overall:  

o reflect as far as possible the change in status since HOLAS I (HELCOM 2010), acknowledging 
that there are new methods and indicators introduced, 

o reflect and interpret relationships between the individual chapters, providing for a more 
holistic assessment. 

o include as feasible an analysis on why the objectives of the BSAP have not been reached. 

- Executive summary: a more narrative approach could be taken to the summary and key messages 
for policy makers should be developedChapter 1, Figures 1.4-1.6. (trends in sea ice, temperature, 
salinity): layout to be modified to distinguish trends in the figures 

- Chapter 1: add figure on long-term trends of oxygen concentration 

- Chapter 1, Figure 1.8 (spatial information on oxygen conditions); update the map and include also 
oxygen situation on the Gulf of Finland. Maps to show extent of O2-deficiency areas or O2-free 
zones instead of the distribution of O2 concentrations. 

- Chapter 3: Investigate possibility to include overview of other economic sectors for instance 
summaries per key indicator (value, employment etc.) to show the relative importance of the 
different sectors to each country and the region as a whole. 

- Chapter 4.1 (Eutrophication). Add outcome from HELCOM PLC-6, e.g. source apportionment. 

- Chapter 4.3 (Marine litter). Categories of litter on the seabed to be included if available by the 2018 
update. 

- Chapter 4.4 (Underwater sound). Add figures from the BIAS project on soundscape maps.  

- Chapter 4.4. Add table to impulsive events as reported to the regional registry  

- Chapter 4.5 (Non-indigenous species). Some Contracting Parties have identified the need to update 
the AquaNIS data base, at the latest when 2016 data are added as a basis for updating the indicator 
evaluation. 

- Chapter 4.7 (Seabed loss and physical disturbance): Consider including the proposed figure on 
‘Relative distribution of human activities connected with pressures causing physical disturbance in 
the Baltic Sea sub-basins’ in 2018 (currently the figure is excluded from the chapter due to 
uncertainties in some data layers). 

- Chapter 5.3 (Fish): to be updated based on ICES 2017 Advice. 
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- Chapter 5.4. (Mammals: consider updated information on harbor porpoise in the Kattegat-Belt Sea- 
Waster Baltic based results of SCANS survey.  

- Chapter 5.4. The text for the ringed seal refers mostly to the population of the Gulf of Bothnia, 
therefore it should be checked if the development over time could be shown for the whole Gulf of 
Bothnia and not just for Bothnian Bay (Doc 2-6, Fig 5.4.7. page 147) 

- Chapter 5.5 (Birds): Include figure on trends in the bird indicator 

o Chapter 6: The colour scheme of the map of the BSPI/BSII should be revised (for a better 
understanding it would be good if low impact is light grey, so there is a smooth transition to white 
with no impact/ no data) 

- New chapter on conclusion and future outlook, included future policy perspectives.  
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Annex 1: Preliminary timeline for the 2018 State of the Baltic Sea Report. Meetings are presented in the end of the table. 
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Dates 

Indicators                                                                           

Remaining data deadline: seal                                                                         4 October 

Remaining data deadline: waterborne input of nutrients                                                                         30 October 
Compiled data and indicator evaluations ready for approval 
process (Experts Leads, Expert Networks)                                                                         by 1 December 

Update of core indicator reports (Experts/Secretariat)                                                                         2 December-6 April 
Approval of indicator evaluations and associated data 
(Contracting Parties)                                                                         16 January- 23 February 
Updating of indicator report metadata and maps 
(Secretariat)                                                                         19 February-20 April 

Approval of core indicator reports (State & Conservation)                                                                         23 April-18 May 

Prepare indicator reports for online publication (Secretariat)                                                                         18 May-publication 

Integrated Assesments                                                                           
Implementation of all integrated assessments (Secretariat 
and HOLASII project)                                                                         26 February-2 March 
Tentative workshops to validate results: Eutrophication 
(Nominated experts from Contracting Parties)                                                                         19 March 
Tentative workshops to validate results: Biodiversity 
(Nominated experts from Contracting Parties)                                                                         20 March 
Tentative workshops to validate results: Hazardous 
substances (Nominated experts from Contracting Parties)                                                                         21 March 
Tentative workshops to validate results: BSPI&BSII 
(Nominated experts from Contracting Parties) including 
approval of updated data layers                                                                         8 February 

Tentative workshops to validate results: ESA (Nominated 
experts from Contracting Parties)                                                                         

Back to back with ESA 
network, date still to be 
set. 

BSPI                                                                           
Remaining Issues clarified, including input from S&C 
(Secretariat)                                                                         by 1 November 

Metadata descriptions improved as needed (Secretariat)                                                                         By 3 November 
Submission for correction to human activity layers 
(Contracting Parties)                                                                         By 1 January 
Data layers available for review in shared workspace 
(Contracting Parties)                                            by 8 February 

BSII                                                                           

Initial values for weighting factors ready (Secretariat)                                      1 November 
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Dates 

Remaining Issues clarified, including ecosystem component 
maps and input from S&C (Secretariat)                                                                         by 1 November 

Metadata descriptions improved as needed (Secretariat)                                                                         By 3 November 
Preparations for running the index (Secretariat and HOLAS II 
project)                                                                         

6 November- 30 
November 

Online workshop to review values for weighting factors 
(Nominated experts)                                      Early December (TBD) 

Run BSII (Secretariat)                                                                         8 January-5 February 

Summary Report                                                                           

National Consultation (Contracting Parties)                                                                         deadline 1 March 

Regional Consultation (Stakeholders)                                                                         1 October-31 December 

Updates to report content (Secretariat and experts)                                                                         8 January-23 April 
Ready for partial review by 19 February (HOLAS II Core 
Team)                                     12 March-2 April 
Ready for review by 23 April, and approval of report content 
15 June(State& Conservation)                                                                     23 April-18 May 
Ready for review by24 Ma, and approval of report content 
15 June (HoD)                                                                         24 May-15 June 

Supplementary reports                                                                           
Deadline for commenting on supplementary reports 
(Contracting Parties)                                                                         by 21 November 

Updates to report text (Secretariat and experts)                                                                         8 January-23 April 
Ready for partial review by 19 February (HOLAS II Core 
Team)                                      
Ready for review by 23 April, and approval of report content 
15 June(State& Conservation)                                                                         20 April 

Website                                                                           

Updating of the dedicated website                                                                         
15 March to date of 
publication 

Meetings linked with the HOLAS II process                                                                           

GEAR-17 2017                                                                         23-24 November 

HOLAS II Core Team-8 2017                                                                         28-29 November 

HoD-53 2017                                                                         12-13 December 
Suggested online HOLAS II core team meeting on issues to 
clarify, review of first results 2018                                                                         24 January 

HELCOM Ministerial Meeting 2018                                                                         6 March 

HOLAS II Core Team-9 2018                                                                          2-3 April 
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Dates 

PRESSURE 8-2018                                                                         16-20 April 

State & Conservation 8-2018                                                                         14-18 May 

HoD-54 2018 (adoption of the report)                                                                         14-15 June 

NOTE: spring GEAR meeting to be added as soon as dates are set. 
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